
STEWARD'S REPORT

Traralgon
Monday, 26 Mar 2018

Weather conditions: Showery

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: S. Gillespie

Stewards: D. Barber / H. Harvey / R. Petterson

Judges: P. Tabone / R. Berkhout

Lure Drivers: S. Maloney

Starter: L. Sullivan

Kennel Supervisor: R. Thorburn

Kennel Attendants: E. Delios / K. Thorburn

Veterinarian: Dr. Tristan Keylock

Race 1
RUTTER'S BUTCHERY & POULTRY

(250+RANK)
3:34 pm
525m

Maiden

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 4-3-5-6 were the
first four across the line. The officials were unable to be comfortably satisfied to the required standard,
when using their live observations and the only available technology at hand, of a margin
between (4) Fourth Dimention and (3) Fabulous Gee. As such, a dead-heat was declared for First. Third
placing went to (5) Garrido and Fourth placing (6) Bags Of Bucks. Therefore, the result was 4-3(DH)-5-6.

This race was hand timed at 31.20, 1st split 4.90.

Tarquin Bob and Soda Spike collided soon after the start and again approaching the first turn checking
Soda Spike.  Tarquin Bob checked off Garrido on the first turn.  Tarquin Bob and Blue Regis collided on the
first turn checking Soda Spike. Bags Of Bucks and Fourth Dimention collided in the back straight checking
both greyhounds.  Amber’s Romance clipped the heels of Bags Of Bucks on the third turn.

Fabulous Gee was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Blue Regis was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a left hind toe
injury and an abrasion to the right hind paw, a 3 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 2
RW & AR INGLIS ELECTRICIANS

(250+RANK)
3:54 pm
395m

Grade 7

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 7-8-4-6
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

This race was hand timed at 22.99, 1st split 4.80.

Villy Mac Pizazz and Buzz Nation collided soon after the start checking Villy Mac Pizazz.  Sapphire Hawke
and Pie Problem collided approaching the first turn.  Where's Marcia and Buzz Nation collided
approaching the first turn checking Buzz Nation.  Ann Cherie and Buzz Nation collided entering the back
straight.  Sapphire Hawke and La Bamba Icon collided in the back straight and again on the second turn. 
Villy Mac Pizazz checked off Sapphire Hawke approaching the home turn.  Ann Cherie and Sapphire
Hawke collided on the home turn checking both greyhounds.

Buzz Nation was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a spike wound to
the left hind paw, a 10 day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Caidan Marlo - the winner of the event.

Race 3
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK (250+RANK)

4:14 pm
315m

Grade 5

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 5-3-7-8
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

This race was hand timed at 18.28, 1st split 4.80.

Mandela Sun and Able Bess were slow to begin.  Mandela Sun, Simbarea and Apollo's Twin collided
approaching the first turn checking Simbrea.  Bandit Brad clipped the heels of Zipping Faith approaching
the home turn.

A sample was taken from Bella Rhode - the winner of the event.

Race 4
HALEY CONCRETING (250+RANK)

4:34 pm
395m

Grade 5

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 3-2-10-5
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

This race was hand timed at 23.05, 1st split 4.70.

Aremac Igor and Wiggle Emma were slow to begin.  Artistic Alyssa checked off Black Bindi approaching



the first turn.  Gomer Bale galloped on Black Bindi on the first turn.  Gomer Bale and Artistic Alyssa collided
on the first turn checking Holyfield and severely checking Artistic Alyssa.  Aremac Igor and Black Bindi
collided on the second turn.  Gomer Bale checked off Aremac Igor on the second turn.

A sample was taken from Dr. Luvdisc - the winner of the event.

Race 5
BOOK YOUR FUNCTIONS HERE (1-3

WINS 250+)
4:54 pm
525m

Restricted Win

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 5-4-1-8
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

This race was hand timed at 31.25, 1st split 4.90.

Paire Shiraz and Zipping Jake were slow to begin.  Middle Trucker, Milly's Choice and Vane Power collided
soon after the start.  Milly's Choice and Vane Power collided approaching the first turn.  Bekim Instinct
checked off Vane Power on the first turn checking Funda Down, Zipping Jake and Middle Trucker; Zipping
Jake raced wide as a result.  Bekim Instinct galloped on Hardy's Banjo approaching the home turn
checking Bekim Instinct.

Race 6
RUTTER'S BUTCHERY & POULTRY

(250+RANK)
5:14 pm
525m

Grade 5

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 1-5-7-4
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

This race was hand timed at 30.95, 1st split 4.82.

Two Dollar Pots, Wild Hunny and Popowski were quick to begin.  Dr. Poppel checked off On The Rebound
on the first turn.  Popowski and Spazzy Blue  collided on the first turn checking both greyhounds.  Popowski
and Dr. Watson collided on the second turn.

A sample was taken from Two Dollar Pots - the winner of the event.

Race 7
TOP CAT VIDEO (250+RANK)

5:34 pm
395m

Mixed 4/5

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 8-7-2-1
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

This race was hand timed at 23.00, 1st split 4.80.

Sidevalve and Call Me Waylan were slow to begin.  Will Dazzle, Emilia Mel and Soda Storm collided
approaching the first turn checking Soda Storm.  Zambora Jagger, Dr. Annie and Call Me Waylan collided
on the first turn checking all three greyhounds.  Zambora Jagger and Dr. Annie collided in the back straight
and again on the second turn.  Emilia Mel and Call Me Waylan collided entering the home straight.  Soda
Storm and Zambora Jagger collided in the home straight checking both greyhounds.

Race 8
1300 SPOLLYS (250+RANK)

5:54 pm
525m

Mixed 4/5

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 3-5-7-2
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

This race was hand timed at 30.69, 1st split 4.89.

Pacific Power was slow to begin.  Anjing Betina, Buzz Rash and Stir Fry Shrimp collided soon after the
start.  Dynamo Jezz and Jacey Allen collided on the first turn.  Pacific Power checked off Machiko on the
first turn.  Buzz Rash and Jacey Allen collided on the third turn.

Race 9
SIMIC'S BETTA HOME LIVING

(250+RANK)
6:17 pm
395m

Grade 7

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 2-4-6-8
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

This race was hand timed at 23.05, 1st split 4.75.

A pre-race sample was taken from Bigtime Bruce.

Little Bala, Apila Cash and Lieu Knee Annie were slow to begin.  Liberty Sage and Killara John collided
approaching the first turn checking Killara John.  Lieu Knee Annie checked off Killara John on the first turn. 
All You Got and Bigtime Bruce collided on the first turn and again on the second turn.  Liberty Sage and
Denny Blue collided on the second turn checking Liberty Sage.  Apila Cash checked off All You Got in the
home straight.

Race 10
GENERAL DESTINI @ STUD

(250+RANK)
6:36 pm
395m

Grade 6

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 1-5-3-8
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

This race was hand timed at 23.10, 1st split 4.79.

Silvagni Cubed and Seaton Star collided on the first turn checking Silvagni Cubed.  Wolf Point checked off
Silvagni Cubed entering the back straight.  Seaton Star and Oriental Tarj collided in the back straight



severely checking Oriental Tarj which lost considerable ground.  Seaton Star and Dr. Shreds collided in the
home straight.  Prince Stealth and Wolf Point collided in the home straight.

Race 11
BRIDGES ON ARGYLE TRARALGON

(250+RANK)
6:58 pm
395m

Grade 5

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 3-1-6-7
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

This race was hand timed at 23.01, 1st split 4.70.

A pre-race sample was taken from Dr. Toretto.

Dr. Oliver was slow to begin.  Dr. Toretto and All About Arby collided soon after the start.  Tilley's Pie, Paws
And Go and Siver Lightning collided on the first turn checking Paws And Go and Dr. Oliver, severely
checking Siver Lightning.  All About Arby brushed the running rail in the back straight checking Paws And
Go.  Dr. Toretto and Le Doyen collided on the home turn.

Race 12
PANTERA NERA @ STUD (250+RANK)

7:22 pm
315m

Grade 5

Mister Brown was a late scratching at 2.42pm on the advice of the Club’S Veterinary Surgeon due to injury
(cut pad on left foreleg).  A 14 day stand down period was imposed, 

Ms. K. Ryan trainer of Early King declared a new weight of 31.3kgs for the greyhound in accordance with
GAR 39(2).  Early King last raced at 32.5kgs.

The Finish-lynx system was not working for this event due to IT issues and no photo finish was available. A
Steward was positioned on the winning post, with another Steward overlooking the winning post and
having two judges in this same position. The race was manually judged. The numbers of 7-4-3-5
were agreed upon and given as the finishing order/result.

This race was hand timed at 18.30, 1st split 4.79.

A pre-race sample was taken from Trinity Kid.

Richo Richo Girl and Trinity Kid were slow to begin.  Zafonic Express and Beluga Diamond collided
approaching the first turn checking Zafonic Express and Trinity Kid.  Zafonic Express checked off Beluga
Diamond on the first turn.  Kabiana and Early Spring collided on the first turn checking Early Spring and
Early King.  Richo Richo Girl and Early King collided approaching the wnning post.

Stewards spoke to Ms. K. Ryan, the trainer regarding her difficulty in boxing the greyhound Early King. 
Stewards directed that Early King be boxed first in future events.




